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A future world of armed bandits and mummified warriors, where the paths are paved with gold and
where everything lies in ruins. This future world is a living breathing environment, where every

object gives you a new opportunity to spend your hard earned money. Built from the ground up,
Forgotten Lands stands as a new open world experience, where your fate and the course of events is

fully in your hands. Characters StorySystem Features A large and living world! -Explore a world of
islands and cities and attack your opponents or engage in friendly PvP matches. Mission based story-

telling: -Play a story where every decision you make has an impact on the course of events. RPG
class system -Craft a unique hero with 3 unique classes that you can specialize in based on your play

style. RPG character creator -Delve into the details of every character by adding features and
customizations to create a unique look! RPG battle system -Relive the fight scenes from the game
world in an RPG style. You can create your own battle tactics or choose from pre-built ones. RPG

action: -Embrace the challenges of your character by allowing or disallowing special techniques. RPG
building system -Evolving a new RPG world -Build your own RPG village or city and use your strategy

to upgrade and expand. RPG upgrades: -Upgrade your weapons, armor and spells to extend your
tactical capabilities. RPG character growth: -Grow your character with perks and items and earn

experience points to level up and develop your hero. RPG village building: -Build a detailed village
with custom decorative buildings and NPCs. RPG customization: -Create a character of your own and

watch it evolve as you battle. RPG achievement system -Earn new items and level up and unlock
special achievements. RPG equipment enhancement system: -Enhance your equipment and attack
skills to strike fear into the enemies. RPG Skill trees: -Utilize a variety of options to learn new skills

and make your way in the world of Forgotten Lands! RPG class specialization system: -Choose one of
three classes to specialize in and unlock new powers and abilities. RPG equipment enhancement

system: -Enhance your gear and attack skills to strike fear into your enemies. RPG skill trees: -Utilize
a variety of options to learn new skills and make your way in the world of Forgotten Lands! RPG
equipment enhancement system: -Enhance your gear and attack skills to strike fear into your

enemies. RPG skill trees

Features Key:
Level up your robots to earn new abilities that make up for their lack of intelligence.

Select from over 30 unique robots and equip them with three different attributes.
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Get schooled by enemies who have taken on a challenge of their own.
Beat bosses and unlock new robots as you go to win the game.

 

 

Android: Appstore
 

Windows Store: fyio

Get it for: Android, iOS, Web, Linux, OSX

Version: 1.1.3

Install on my: LUKS device

Total installs: 500k+

ChikooChikoo 2: the adventure of a new life[Full Version]Developed by:George2016-07-24By:chikoo chikoo
24 Jul 2016 18:17:45 +0000Contact us: support [at] fyio [dot] comLead Designer: Mario2012-12-30By: Mario
24 Jul 2016 19:12:33 +000000Game credits:Fyio is supported by Kongsin. Kongsin has prepared the Kui
server part.
Kongzin is developed by 一缠 in China.
If you can not run on Fyio / Kongzin / chat.fyiu.org
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